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To fulfill the requirement for deformation measurement within the failure area
during rock failure, a newly developed digital image algorithm, known as the
corner correlation method, was implemented. A corner correlation measurement
system was established by utilizing a Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) and a
high-speed camera. The study focused onmonitoring the deformation and failure
characteristics of sandstone samples under dynamic loading. The results show
that the corner correlation method has its unique advantages in rock dynamic
mechanics experiments, and can obtain the deformation of the failure region
during the rock failure process. Specifically, the initiation, extension, and
contraction processes of surface cracks on sandstone were examined.
Parameters such as crack width, width propagation rate, and extension
shrinkage rate were measured. The entire crack development process was
analyzed, including crack width, crack initiation point, crack extension and
contraction trajectory, elongation and contraction velocity, width expansion
rate, and longitudinal crack penetration, which were obtained at any given
time on the surface of the rock sample. Additionally, the attenuation law of
stress, characterized by an exponential decay of the stress peak value, was
obtained through numerical simulation using a similar model.
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1 Introduction

As a natural brittle material, rock is interleaved with cracks, joints, faults and other
structural planes of different scales, resulting in complex mechanical responses of rock mass.
The deterioration and structural failure of rocks are closely related to the tiny cracks inside
them, which will expand and extend when affected (Tian, 2021; Guo, 2022). Experimental
research on rock fracture is crucial to the observation of rock force deformation. From a
relatively limited perspective, we gain insight into the interaction among defects in rock
masses. This understanding significantly aids in evaluating the mechanical behavior of
engineering rock masses, ensuring slope stability, designing mining engineering projects,
predicting water flow in fractured rock masses, and formulating tunnel support designs,
among other engineering challenges (Zhang and Zhao, 2013; Dai et al., 2021; Oparin, 2022;
Chen et al., 2023; Chu et al., 2023). On a broader scale, in order to better understand the
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causes of earthquakes (Zhang Y. B. et al., 2021), it is particularly
important for geologists to understand the compressive deformation
of continental plates, and the surface deformation of brittle materials
is of great help to this. Describing the entire process of crack
initiation, propagation, and cessation is the central challenge in
rock failure. Therefore, real-time monitoring of crack evolution
during rock loading holds paramount importance.

At present, domestic and foreign scholars have conducted extensive
research on surface crack propagation during rock failure and obtained
many valuable research results (Wang et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2018a; Liu
et al., 2018; Xing et al., 2018; Wei et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020; Xi et al.,
2020; Li et al., 2021a; Zhang et al., 2021b; Jin et al., 2021; Sikka et al.,
2021; Zhou et al., 2022a; Hu et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2022; Pan andWang,
2022; Wu et al., 2022; Gong et al., 2023; Zhang et al., 2023). With the
rapid advancement of computer technology, numerical simulation has
emerged as a crucial tool for effectively addressing complex issues in
rock engineering. Common numerical simulation methods for fracture
treatment include Discontinuous Deformation Analysis (DDA), the
Discrete Element Method (DEM), and the Finite Element Discrete
Element Coupling Method (FDEM). Presently, FDEM stands as a
relatively mature numerical simulation method that combines the
advantages of both continuum and discontinuum methods, enabling
the accurate simulation of block fracture and movement during rock
failure. EarE. Knight and Esteban Rougier have utilized FDEM to
simulate rock impact experiments with random cracks, investigating the
influence of cracks on rock mechanical behavior and failure path
(Rougier et al., 2014; Chau et al., 2020). Their innovations in FDEM
theory and algorithm have led to its widespread application across
various projects (Knight et al., 2020; Munjiza et al., 2020).

Zhang Ya-bin studied the crack propagation law of rocks with
prefabricated cracks under cyclic impact by numerical simulation, and
obtained the relationship between the peak failure strength of rocks and
the angle and number of prefabricated cracks (Zhang et al., 2021c). Song
Yi-min carried out a quantitative study on rock displacement field
evolution and crack dynamic fracture parameters under impact load
using a drop hammer impact testing machine and a digital speckle
correlation method, and obtained the relationship between the stress
intensity factor at the crack tip and crack propagation (Song et al., 2015).
Pan Hong-yu studied the global strain field of rock mass under uniaxial
compression by using the correlation method of digital images, and
analyzed the law of crack propagation during the loading process of rock
mass (Pan et al., 2018). Alneasan used HDDM to evaluate the validity of
classical fracture criteria to predict the crack growth path of infinite
internal cracks under I-II composite loading (Alneasan et al., 2020). Li
conducted uniaxial compression experiments on prefabricated rock-like
specimens with different types of defects, and obtained the crack
initiation sequence, propagation phenomenon and failure mode of
different defective rock-like specimens (Li et al., 2021b). Zhao Chen
employed DIC technology to obtain the global strain field of the
specimens. Through quantitative analysis at the mesoscopic level, the
law of crack initiation and propagation, as well as the evolution
characteristics of rock deformation and damage, were summarized
(Zhao et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2018b). Guo Wei-yao monitored the
entire crack propagation process using acoustic emission (AE) and digital
image correlation (DIC) techniques. The influence of loading rate on the
mode-I crack propagationmechanismwas investigated (Guo et al., 2023).
The aforementioned research findings hold significant importance in
comprehending the dynamic failure characteristics of rocks. Particularly,

digital image correlation technology (DIC) has garnered increasing
attention and experimentation by researchers. It is evident that DIC
technology is primarily utilized for measuring strain and displacement
fields in static rock tests. However, severe damage to the speckle field on
the model’s surface poses substantial challenges for DIC technology in
matching relevant sub-regions. Previous studies have predominantly
concentrated on the causes and influencing factors of crack initiation
and propagation in rocks, with limited reporting on the specific crack
propagation process and failure characteristics during dynamic failure.
Hence, investigating the dynamic evolution characteristics of rock cracks
in dynamic tests holds immense significance.

The study of stresswave attenuation law is of great significance to the
application of seismic exploration, underground engineering,
geotechnical engineering and so on. Feng Xiao-jun utilized COMSOL
Multiphysics to establish six 3Dmodels in order to investigate the impact
of two preexisting faults with different orientations on the propagation
process of explosion-induced stress waves and their reflection effect. The
interactive effect between faults of varying sizes was also examined,
taking into account the propagation process of stress waves (Feng et al.,
2019). Li Di-yuan conducted dynamic impact tests on red sandstone
specimens with a single bonded planar joint at various angles, using a
split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB). The objective was to analyze the
stresswave propagation and fracturing evolution of specimens consisting
of two blocks. The findings indicate that the presence of a bonded joint
leads to a reduction in dynamic strength ranging from 3.10% to 32.13%
compared to intact specimens (Li et al., 2019). Therefore, understanding
the attenuation law of stress waves in the medium holds significance in
providing a theoretical basis for underground structure detection and
geological disaster prediction in seismic exploration. Furthermore, it can
offer guidance for addressing engineering concerns such as vibration
control and seismic safety assessment in underground projects.

This paper presents the development of a novel measurement
system that combines the SHPB test device, a high-speed camera,
and a self-improved digital image algorithm called the corner
correlation method. An impact compression experiment is conducted
on a complete rock sample, and the images captured during the
experiment are processed and analyzed using the developed
algorithm. The algorithm is utilized to analyze the dynamic evolution
of cracks on the rock surface, while numerical simulations are employed
to study the propagation of stress waves in rock. This comprehensive
approach provides an effective means for studying the mechanisms of
rock deformation and failure on both macro and micro scales, offering
valuable insights for underground engineering design and construction.

2 Corner correlation method

Our research group has developed a novel digital image
algorithm-corner correlation method in the previous work.
Combining the corner extraction and digital image correlation
method, this method first detects the integral pixel displacement
of corner through the Harris algorithm (Harris and Stephens, 1988),
and then the Newton iteration method (Bruck et al., 1989) is used to
obtain the subpixel displacement after the initial integral pixel
corner deformation, finally obtaining the displacement field of
the measured object surface. The full-field strain is calculated
based on the local least squares fitting of displacement field
proposed by Pan Bin (Pan, 2007). In the preliminary work,
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FIGURE 1
Curve of the relationship between crack position and error (Zhou et al., 2022b). (A) Longitudinal crack (B) Transverse crack.

FIGURE 2
Rock sample. (A) Rock sample (B) Diagram of strain gauge adhesive position (C) Zoom of strain gauge.
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FIGURE 3
Experimental system. (A) Schematic diagram of the experimental system (B) Physical diagram of the experimental system.

FIGURE 4
Experimental pictures.
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numerical simulation test, static tensile test and dynamic uniaxial
compression test were used to evaluate and verify the calculation
accuracy of diagonal corner correlation algorithm. It was concluded
that the displacement field of Newton iteration method was
smoother and the calculation accuracy was optimal, and its
accuracy was controlled below 0.01 pixel in 0.1–0.9 pixel
displacement mode. The strain field is measured with the
displacement field obtained by Newton iteration method, and the
maximum error of strain is controlled within 2 × 10−4. By comparing
the calculated values of the corner correlation method in static
tensile test and dynamic uniaxial compression test with those
measured by the strain gauge, the resolution of the strain
measurement system is in the order of 10–4. The deformation
field of the failure region can still be calculated when complex
failure occurs on the surface of the model. The calculation error of
the cross-crack speckle plot and the corner plot is compared, and the
calculation error of the corner plot of transverse and longitudinal
cracks is smaller than that of the speckle plot. The result as shown in
Figure 1. The detailed introduction and accuracy evaluation of the
corner correlation method can be found author’s article (Zhou et al.,
2022b).

3 Sample preparation and experimental
setup

3.1 Sample preparation

The sandstone samples were taken from a mine in Sichuan,
China. Thin section identification and scanning electron microscope

analysis were conducted on the sandstone samples. The sandstone
was mainly composed of clay, orthoclase, gypsum, plagioclase,
quartz, calcite, and dolomite. The particles consist primarily of
minerals like quartz and feldspar, exhibiting distinct cleavage
development on the surface of the feldspar particles and a high
degree of self-filling of chlorite between the particles. To ensure the
reliability of the constitutive model in numerical analysis, strain
gauges were affixed to the specimen. Additionally, the development
process of surface cracks in rock was monitored using the corner
correlation method. Cuboid sandstone samples with dimensions of
50 mm × 50 mm × 250 mm were prepared, adhering strictly to the
test standards of rock mechanics. The parallelism and flatness of the
sample’s cross section were carefully maintained, as depicted in
Figure 2A. Grid marks in the form of spray paint points were
arranged on the sample, with 4 rows and 25 columns of 5 mm ×
5 mm grids placed on the shooting surface. Along the longitudinal
symmetry axis, 25 strain gauges were applied to the rear surface of
the rock, with each strain gauge corresponding to a specific grid. The
strain gauge model employed was BE120-3AA, featuring
dimensions of 6.4 mm × 3.5 mm and a resistance of 120 ± 0.1Ω,
as illustrated in Figure 2B.

3.2 Experimental system and scheme

The rock sample underwent a uniaxial impact compression test
using the Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) test device with a rod
diameter of 50 mm, located in the Impact Mechanics Laboratory of the
University of Science and Technology of China. The incident and
transmission bars of the experimental apparatus are both 100 cm in

FIGURE 5
Zoom-ins of the crack localization zone. (A) t = 242 μs (B) t = 253 μs (C) t = 264 μs (D) t = 275 μs (E) t = 286 μs (F) t = 297 μs (G) t = 308 μs (H) t =
319 μs (I) t = 330 μs (J) t = 341 μs.
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length and are made of steel. The impact speed was set at 8.08 m/s,
resulting in a strain rate of 98 s−1. The sample experienced complete
damage during the test. The entire dynamic impact process was captured
using a high-speed camera known as the Thousand-eyeWolf X213. The
frame rate of the camera was configured at 50,000 fps, capturing an
image every 11 μs. The experimental system, as shown in Figure 3. To
ensure uniform loading and prevent damage to the ends of the rock
sample caused by uneven force, a steel plate was inserted between the
rock sample and the incident and transmission rods. This steel plate

compensates for the difference in cross-sectional area between the rock
sample and the rods. Importantly, the area of the steel plate exceeds that
of the rock sample. To minimize interface friction, petroleum jelly was
evenly applied to both sides of the steel plate, ensuring optimal contact
between the rock sample, steel plate, and rods.

4 Analysis of experimental results

4.1 Specimen crack picture results

Throughout the experiment, a high-speed camera captured
images of the sample every 11 μs. The experimental images
selected depict several key times when the crack width changes,
as illustrated in Figure 4. Furthermore, Figure 5 provides zoomed-
ins of the crack localization zone.

Figure 4 illustrates that no significant changes occurred on the
sample’s surface between 77 and 143 μs. During this period, the
internal micro-cracks of the sample were extruded and opened,
resulting in small macroscopic cracks on the surface, a process
imperceptible to the naked eye. From 143 to 231 µs, with the
action of stress waves, the micro-cracks inside the sample
gradually extend and reach the elastic limit. As depicted in
Figure 5A, a micro-crack becomes visible to the naked eye
when it reaches the surface of the specimen. At this stage, the
crack expansion is minimal, and the sample’s strength does not
reach the limit value. Subsequently, from 242 to 341 µs, as shown
in Figures 5B–J, the crack accelerated due to the repeated
reflection of stress waves and the impact of the incident and
transmission rods, leading to the imminent penetrate of the
internal crack of the sample. Ultimately, when the stress value
of the sample reached the compressive strength limit, the crack
spread throughout the entire sample, resulting in its destruction.

4.2 Surface displacement field

The axial displacement field of the crack region was calculated
by the corner correlation method, as shown in Figure 6.

FIGURE 6
Axial displacement field.

FIGURE 7
Schematic diagram of crack width calculation.
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When the crack initiates and starts to propagate, the axial
displacement exhibits a consistently positive trend, indicating a
continuous compression process within the sample. Figure 6
clearly illustrates the development of displacement from the
incident end towards the transmitted end, with the displacement
field continuously evolving. Eventually, a concentration
phenomenon occurs at the crack site, as depicted in Figure 6. At
77 µs, the displacement on both sides of the initiation point begins to
increase, reaching approximately 0.017 mm by 110 μs. Starting from
143 µs, the crack progressively expands and extends, leading to a
gradual increase in displacement at the crack site. By 242 µs, the
displacement on both sides of the crack reaches roughly 0.1 mm. At
341 µs, the displacement field becomes concentrated within the
crack region, resulting in rapid crack width expansion and a
displacement value of approximately 0.51 mm on both sides.

4.3 Crack development process

Corner points on both sides of the region where the crack is
located are taken, and the distance between each two-corner points
is 5 mm. The numbers 1–8 represent eight cross sections. The
displacement difference between the left and right corner points
of each section is represented by the crack width. The crack width
calculation diagram, as shown in Figure 7, and the crack width time
curve, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 presents the crack width time curve, while Figure 9
illustrates the evolution process of the axial strain field. Throughout
the loading process, the crack width variation curve with time was
delineated into four stages. The first stage is the loading stage, during
which no cracks manifest on the sample’s surface, and it undergoes
elastic deformation, as depicted in Figure 8. The sample experiences
compression, compacting tiny cracks within, yet without significant
expansion, signifying the gradual input of external energy and internal
stress readjustment, as shown in Figure 9. In the second stage, at 77 µs,
external input energy accumulates within the sample in the form of
elastic strain energy. All curves exhibit a slight increase, indicating the

onset of internal micro-crack expansion, with a small crack emerging
on the surface, imperceptible to the naked eye, as evident in Figure 8.
At this time, it can be seen from the strain diagram that stress
concentration has occurred at the failure site, and the elastic strain
energy has begun to be used for crack expansion. The internal micro-
crack deformation reaches the elastic limit value, followed by a drop to
approximately 0 at 143 µs, signifying the accumulation of elastic strain
energy once again due to stress wave reflection within the sample. As
mentioned above, “the stress wave propagates in the sample once is
about 60 µs,” indicating that cracks have appeared in the sample
during the first propagation of stress waves. Subsequently, in the third
stage, post-143 µs, all curves exhibit a steady upward trend, indicating
the reappearance and development of surface cracks during stress
wave reflection. At this juncture, internal micro-cracks once again
reach the elastic limit value, commencing expansion and extension.
The strain diagram reflects the elastic strain energy stored inside the
sample is released. Stress concentration at the failure site becomes
pronounced, with a portion of the stored elastic strain energy utilized
for crack propagation and extension, while the remainder contributes
to radiation energy and frictional heat generation. Finally, in the
fourth stage, at 242 µs, all curves demonstrate a marked increase,
signifying the commencement of rapid expansion of micro-cracks
within the sample, culminating in the formation of through cracks. At
this stage, the complete release of elastic strain occurs, leading to a
rapid increase in dissipation energy, ultimately contributing to the
sample’s fracture failure.

The axial strain field’s evolutionary process demonstrates that
the strain in the failure zone exhibits compressive strain before 77 µs,
as depicted in Figure 9, reflecting the entire compression stage. From
77 to 143 µs, the failure zone strain transforms into tensile strain,
with a concentrated appearance towards the failure zone. By 242 µs,
a concentrated zone has formed, and with the crack’s expansion, the
strain color in the crack region deepens and expands, signifying the
rapid macroscopic crack expansion. Stages 2 and 3 of Figure 8 are
respectively magnified in Figure 10 and Figure 11.

The crack widths of section 1 and sections 6-8 exhibit
significant increases from 77 μs onwards, while the crack

FIGURE 8
Crack width time curve.
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widths of other sections show minimal change. This suggests that
the crack initiation point of the observation plane is at the upper
and lower ends, and the crack progresses from these points
towards the middle region, as illustrated in Figure 10.
Following 110 µs, the crack widths of all sections decrease,
attributed to the accumulation of strain energy resulting from
stress wave reflection. In addition, at the initial stage, the
specimen contains a small number of micro-cracks and has a
large elastic modulus, leading to a gradual reduction in the
original crack widths. By 143 µs, the crack width values of all
sections are negative, representing the local deformation of the
specimen under the compressive force of stress waves.

As depicted in Figure 11, between 143 and 154 μs, the crack
widths of sections 1–8 are observed to increase, suggesting the

extension of the crack to the entire observation area during this
period. The distance of section 1–8 is measured at 35 mm.
Consequently, the calculated average crack propagation
velocity is approximately 3,182 m/s. The crack width exhibits
a gradual decrease in the order of sections 8-1, indicating that
more cracks penetrated from front to back at the lower end of the
observation area during this stage.

The crack width growth rate presents a fluctuating property,
which is a nonlinear change of the crack growth rate caused by
the reflection and transmission of stress waves. It can be seen
from Figure 12 that the crack width growth rate is negative at
110–143 µs, indicating that the crack width gradually decreases at
this stage. The crack width growth rate of section 7 is the highest
at 319 µs (10.04 m/s), and the crack width growth rate of section
6 is the highest at 330 µs (9.22 m/s), indicating that the damage of
the two sections is more serious and the damage progress is the
fastest at the above two times.

5 Numerical simulation of stress wave
attenuation law

5.1 Calculation model

The rock density measures approximately 2.2 g/cm̂3, with a
porosity ranging from 12% to 14%. The calculation model, as
illustrated in Figure 13, is based on the ANSYS/LS-
DYNA18.1 power display calculation method. A linear elastic
constitutive model is employed for the bullet and the incident
bar, with a density of 7.9 g/cm, an elastic modulus of 210GPa,
and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. The bullet is in contact with the incident
rod, and the incident rod is in contact with the specimen. The bullet
speed is 8.08 m/s, with the specimen section size measuring 5 cm ×
5 cm and the unit surface size at 0.5 cm × 0.5 cm, as depicted in
Figure 13.

5.2 Material parameter

This paper adopts the RHT constitutive model (Riedel-
Hiermaier-Thoma), a mechanical model extensively utilized to
characterize the dynamic response of rock and concrete materials
under high strain rate and substantial deformation conditions, such
as explosion impact and projectile penetration. The model
incorporates the failure surface equation, elastic limit surface
equation, and residual stress surface equation to define the failure
surface. While the parameter determination of the model is more
intricate, it offers better simulation adaptability. Consequently, it has
found widespread application in numerical simulation, with relevant
material parameters detailed in Table 1.

5.3 Reliability verification of numerical
simulation results

The measured value and calculated value of the strain time
history curve at the same position on the rock specimen at the
impact velocity of 8.08 m/s are compared. The strain time

FIGURE 9
Axial strain field.
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history curve is analyzed at the measuring points 5, 15, and
30 mm away from the impact end, as depicted in Figure 14. The

numerical simulation results exhibit a strong agreement with
the measured results in terms of stress wave peak value and
pulse width, indicating the reliability of the numerical
simulation outcomes. This also underscores the capability
of the RHT constitutive model of rock and the selected
material parameters to effectively characterize the pertinent
properties of the rock materials used in the experiment.
Consequently, this model and set of parameters can be
confidently employed for further numerical simulations
involving this type of rock.

5.4 Numerical simulation of one-
dimensional stress wave propagation in
rocks

To minimize the superposition of trans-reflective waves, we
modified the experimental conditions by increasing the length of the
specimen to 100 cm. We then selected points every 10 cm along a
straight line beginning 1.5 cm away from the impact end face, as
illustrated in Figure 15. All other experimental parameters remained
unchanged.

5.4.1 Stress diagram
When the end of a rectangular section rod is subjected to left-

lateral impact load, the peak stress in the rod presents an obvious
decreasing trend with the increase of the distance from the rod end,
as shown in Figure 16.

5.4.2 Typical position stress time history curve of
Z-axis

The stress time-history curve at a typical position of the Y-axis,
as shown in Figure 17. Under the impact load, the stress wave closer
to the rod end presents a strong stress wave, and its steepness is
larger, indicating that the duration of the rising edge is less and the
pulse width is smaller. Due to the visco-plastic effect of the rock
material, the steepness of the stress wave from the far end of the bar
is small, which indicates that the rising duration is longer and the
pulse width is increased.

FIGURE 10
66–143 μs crack width time curve (Stage 2).

FIGURE 11
143–231 μs crack width time curve (Stage 3).

FIGURE 12
Time curve of crack width growth rate.

FIGURE 13
Calculation model.
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TABLE 1 RHT Material parameter (Units: cm-g-μs).

Density RO 2.67 Failure surface parameter N 0.56

Shear modulus SHEAR 0.21 Failure surface parameter A 1.60

Compressive strength FC 0.0015 Against shear strength FS* 0.38

Parameters of the equation of state B0 1.68 Opposing tensile strength FT* 0.10

Parameters of the equation of state B1 1.68 Rhodes Angle correlation coefficient B 0.05

Parameters of the equation of state T1 0.471 Tension meridian ratio Q0 0.64

Reference compressive strain rate EOC 3.0e-11 Compressive strain rate at fracture EC 3.0e19

Reference tensile strain rate EOT 3.0e-12 Tensile strain rate at break ET 3.0e19

Tensile strain rate index BETAT 0.012 Compression yield surface parameters GC* 0.4

Minimum damaged residual strain EPM 0.012 Tensile yield surface parameters GT* 0.7

Damage parameter D1 0.042 Shear modulus reduction factor XI 0.48

Damage parameter D2 1.0 Hugoniot polynomial coefficients A1 0.471

Residual surface parameter AF 1.6 Hugoniot polynomial coefficients A2 0.7913

Residual surface parameter NF 0.6 Hugoniot polynomial coefficients A3 0.4836

Extrusion pressure PEL 0.0005 Porosity index NP 4.0

Compaction pressure PCO 0.06 Initial voidage ALPHA 1.01

Gruneisen gamma 0.00 Compressive strain rate index BETAC 0.0085

FIGURE 14
Comparison of experimental waveforms and numerical simulation waveforms at different positions. (A) d = 5 mm (B) d = 15 mm (C) d = 30 mm.
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5.4.3 Stress wave attenuation law
Based on the experimental data, it is found that the

attenuation law of exponential form is satisfied by the basic

equation and characteristic relation of one-dimensional strain
bar and numerical simulation analysis. The peak stress in the
rectangular cross-section bar shows an obvious attenuation trend
during the propagation from the near to the far end of the load,
which obviously satisfies the attenuation law in exponential form,
as shown in Figure 17. Try to fit the peak stress at typical
moments at different positions in the form of a function, as
shown in Table 2. The fitting curve of stress wave attenuation law,
as shown in Figure 18. According to the theory of least square
method, the fitting curve is reasonable and meets the accuracy
requirements.

6 Conclusion

To investigate the dynamic evolution characteristics of rock
surface deformation under impact loading, dynamic failure tests
were conducted on sandstone. The image was obtained through
calculations using the self-developed corner correlation method.
Additionally, a numerical simulation of a similar model was

FIGURE 15
Sketch of numerical model.

FIGURE 16
Typical temporal stress diagram. (A) T = 150 μs (B) T = 200 μs.
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conducted to investigate the attenuation law of stress waves in
sandstone under impact loading, leading to the following
conclusions:

1) The adjustment law governing the elastic strain energy during
the process of crack propagation can be determined using the
corner correlation method. Initially, during the loading stage, the
presence of a minute crack within the sample results in
compaction. This signifies the gradual input of external
energy and the subsequent re-adjustment of internal stress
within the sample. The second stage involves the
accumulation of elastic strain energy within the sample. At
this point, a small crack emerges on the surface of the
sample, followed by a renewed accumulation of elastic strain

energy within the sample due to the reflection of stress waves. In
the third stage, the crack begins to expand and extend. During
this stage, a portion of the energy is consumed by the expansion
and extension of the crack, while the remaining energy is utilized
for other forms of energy consumption. The fourth stage is
characterized by the rapid expansion of micro-cracks within the
sample, eventually leading to the gradual formation of through
cracks. In this stage, the elastic strain is fully released, primarily
contributing to the fracture failure of the sample.

2) The crack system is monitored by the corner correlation method,
and the crack width, crack starting point, crack extension and
contraction trajectory, extension and contraction speed, width
expansion rate and longitudinal penetration of the crack are
analyzed at any time and any position.

3) The law of stress wave evolution is obviously affected by the
constitutive model of the material. It is reasonable to adopt the
classical HJC constitutive in this paper, and a more reasonable
equivalent constitutive of sandstone needs to be studied later.
Visco-plastic materials have obvious dispersion and attenuation
of stress waves, which is the root cause of exponential attenuation
of stress peak value in rock materials.
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FIGURE 17
Y-axis typical time stress time history curve.

TABLE 2 Fitting parameter (Units: SI).

a b c

66.77996 ± 0.34959 −8898.7953 ± 24796 0.96629 ± 0.01187

FIGURE 18
Attenuation law of stress wave.
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